2015 has been a busy year. In March, my
parents celebrated their 60th wedding
anniversary by having a hundred visitors to an
open house at their home. My mom was the
third sister in her family to reach this
monumental mile stone.
My garden didn’t begin to grow until July
because the spring was so cold and damp.
I have always liked
the airy look of
Russian Sage which
has the same
lovely scent of
garden Sage.
Two years ago, I
planted a packet of
Passion Flower
seeds, of which
only one sprouted.
The vine finally began to bloom the last week
of August, the day before we left for
vacation. Last year I put it into a large pot
and then read this year that it won’t bloom
unless root bound. Live and learn.
My Zinnias also waited
until then to begin
blooming. This
Monarch
Butterfly visited
often along with
a big, fat honey
bee.
Fortunately, the
frost held off
until October and
I was able to
enjoy my
favourite flowers
until then.

In June, I went to San Diego to learn about the new software to
which Hope Aero switched at the end of October. It was very
pleasant to do sightseeing in the evenings. I had a lovely tour of the
Star of India from a gentleman who showed me around and told me
the names of the various sails. Very helpful when reading Patrick
O’Brian, C.S.Forester or even S.Thomas Russell.
The hotel was a couple of streets from the port and I walked along
the dock every evening. On my final evening I took the ferry to
Coronado Island (and managed not to get sea sick despite the 6”
waves), walked across the island to Hotel del Coronado, enjoying the
beautiful gardens on the way, and ate my sack lunch on the beach
looking out across the Pacific. A real treat for a land-locked creature.

At the end of August we flew to Athens, Greece along with my parents to begin a two
week vacation. We spent two and a half days in Athens before boarding our cruise ship.
Peter and I managed to get in trouble in every museum that we
entered. His walking stick was regarded with disfavour. I was
forever forgetting to turn the flash off my camera the moment we
entered. Worst of all, I posed in front of a statue of dancers in
Delphi so Peter could take my photo.

Our first stop was
Hydra, a typical
Greek island. The
Aegean Sea was
beautiful and a quite
pleasant
temperature for swimming. The town was delightful with
its Mediterranean air. We had the felicitation of seeing the
island’s only motor vehicle: the garbage truck.
The cats are adorable; they
sit patiently in the cafés
waiting for scraps with
their “I am not begging,
but…” pose.

We took in many
gorgeous sunrises and
sunsets. We enjoyed
the hot weather and
the absence of rain.

On the second day, we went through the Corinth Canal (4
mi long, 70 ft wide) which separates the Peloponnese from
the mainland;
a dream in
ancient times
only fulfilled
in 1893 when
no longer
required.

Unlike
many canals elsewhere, there are no locks. Everyone was
on deck for this fascinating hour long journey. It was a
tight fit for the Star Breeze at points.
We went on to visit the ancient temple at Delphi, the
Roman ruins at Butrin, Albania, the fortified city of Kotor,
Montenegro, Dubrovnik and Hvar,
Croatia, and finally landed in
Venice. We drove to Munich
where we flew home on a B787.
Merry Christmas and a Happy
New Year!
Love Peter and Cathy.

